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What is a Smart City？

McKinsey, Smart Cities: Digital Solutions 
for a More Liveable Future, 2018

McKinsey Global Institute defines smart cities as places that 

“put data and digital technology to 
work with the goal of improving 
the quality of life.”

什么是智慧城市？



Countless sensors tracking building performance, traffic conditions, city 
services, and citizen and pedestrian preferences …
Communication Data Creating an endless stream of information that can help 
make urban living more productive, cost-effective, and sustainable …

Image from: www.naidominion.com

What is a Smart City？
什么是智慧城市？



Songdo – Tech isn’t All

Where are they?Where are they?Where are they?Where are they?
人呢？

松岛 – 智慧的空虚



Songdo, in South Korea, which 
sports serious technological efficiencies 
but has been disparaged by critics as 
characterless.

'High-tech utopia' remarked as like

‘a deserted prison’, or a 

‘ghost town’

Mail Online, 28-billion-project-dubbed-
worlds-Smart-City-turned-Chernobyl-

like-ghost-town, 2018

Songdo – Tech isn’t All
松岛 – 智慧的空虚



Smart City / Sensor City?

Koolhaas, My thoughts on the smart city, 
European Commission, 2014

智慧城市还是装置城市？



Smart City / Sensor City?

Grand View Research, Smart Cities 
Market Size Worth $2.57 Trillion By 2025, 
2018

Grand View Research, Smart Cities 
Market Size Worth $2.57 Trillion By 2025, 
2018

Smart City / Sensor City?
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智慧城市还是装置城市？



Our Points

City is kinetic, benefitting from the uncertainty. City getting smart with technologies is not necessarily to be Sensor City. Smart is not 
the ultimate purpose. City Shall provide changing process of opportunities, and then inspire us within it. This process happens all the 

time. We call it Smarter-ness.

Today, transportation technologies and information and communication technologies(ICTs) are changing the way we work, live learn
and play in the city. How can we make her smarter, prepare her with more possibilities, and thus release more the creativity of those 
who are living with her?

我们的观点



Our Points
我们的观点

From City of Elements To City of NetworksFrom City of ElementsFrom City of Elements

从
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从元素组成的城市 到
ToTo City of NetworksCity of NetworksCity of NetworksToToTo

到网络编制的城市



Smarter-ness as a Process
智慧城市作为一个过程



City Processing / Smarter-ness

Tp.T

Transportation Technology Information & Communication 
Technology

城市在智慧路上 / 智变



City Processing / Smarter-ness

智慧城市是一个目标状态，还是达到目标之前的一个过程？

Is smart city a goal/end state, or the process before the ultimate goal? 

城市在智慧路上 / 智变



City Processing / Smarter-ness

Singularity ∞

The materiality of space can be perceived, whereby the stability and change of space can be perceived -- Henri Lefebvre. The Production of Space

Therefore, in order for the city to be aware of its transformative productivity and production relationships, urban space 
will be adapted and transformed with its latest and predictable technology. This change is continuous, and it has made 
the city more intelligent. This is the “Smarter-ness”.

城市在智慧路上 / 智变
City Processing / 



City Processing / Smarter-ness

Tp.T
+

IO.T
… … …

e.g.

Early Iron Age – Courtesy System
Craftsmen building city with a side of 9 li and 3 gates

Industry Revolutions – Cars 
Garden City combining the urban and suburban

Globalization Partnerships – HSR
TOD Transit Oriented Development

Internet + Technology
?

城市在智慧路上 / 智变



City Processing / Smarter-ness

∞

SOLID

Utopian
Visions

Infrastructure
City-making

城市在智慧路上 / 智变



The History Visions of City Getting Smarter

Utopian
Visions

∞
Utopian
Visions

Eugène Hénard, Cities of The 
Future, published in American 
City, 1911

Eugene Henard’s proposal of a two tier street 
system develops upper separated levels for 
pedestrian and vehicular access and underground 
levels for services and waste disposal. Connected to a 
central super tower in the city, the design 
centralizes and zones the space. The super tower 
communicates and coordinates with all of its arterial 
feeds as seen in a lot of later city envisioning plans.

1911

历史上的城市智慧构想



The History Visions of City Getting Smarter

Utopian
Visions

∞

Raymond Hood proposed skyscraper 
bridges located on the waterfront to 
accommodate massive residential complexes. 
Those days the tallest skyscraper were the 
Chrysler. The linkage of the city showed a trend 
of the hybrid of connectivity.

Utopian
Visions

Raymond M. Hood, Century of 
Progress International 

Exposition, 1932

1932

历史上的城市智慧构想



The History Visions of City Getting Smarter

Utopian
Visions

∞
Utopian
Visions

Paolo 
Soleri, 

Babel IIB, 
Arcology: 

City in the 
Image of 

Man (MIT 
Press,
1969).

During the Metabolism, Paolo Soleri
visualizes the density as to host life, 
work, education, culture, leisure and 
health for hundreds of thousands of 
people per square mile. This compact 
city is intended as an anti-consumptive 
force and a city form that is the only 
choice compared to pathological sprawl 
and environmental destruction. 
Metabolism after the CIAM shifted 
the trend of centralization to 
decentralization.

1969

历史上的城市智慧构想



The History Visions of City Getting Smarter

Utopian
Visions

∞

Indicative of children’s publications and 
fascination with science fiction and 
technological projection, Usbourne Books’ 
Future Cities was indicative of the 

fascination of technologies
with cities of the future.

Utopian
Visions

Kenneth Garland, David 
Jefferis, Future Cities, 
Usborne Books, 1979

1979

历史上的城市智慧构想



The History Visions of City Getting Smarter

Utopian
Visions

∞
Utopian
Visions

Saraceno’s installations explore 
biological and sociological 
configurations and network
relationships in biomes. The utopian 
visions of sky cities focus on 
present conditions of ecological 
crisis.

Tomas Saraceno, Cloud Cities, 2011

2011

历史上的城市智慧构想



The History Visions of City Getting Smarter

Utopian
Visions

∞
20101910

20101910

动态 kineticStable 稳定

移动 mobileMegastructure 巨构

文脉关注 contextualistInternationalism 国际主义

联系 connectivityTransportation 交通

历史上的城市智慧构想



∞
Infrastructure
City-making

East China, a Smart Region in Progress

SOLID

智慧华东，一直在行动



∞

East China, a Smart Region in Progress

At the time when there was no engines, the advance of shipping determined the transportation and communication between cities.
Song Dynasty planned the canals into the city. 
The city structure since then has adaptive the water and influence the form of the urban grids.

Infrastructure
City-making

实

智慧华东，一直在行动



∞

East China, a Smart Region in Progress

Infrastructure
City-making

High-Speed-Rail (HSR) is changing the traditional metropolitan 
structures in China, and regions with dense HSR infrastructure 
connecting cities are forming.
Large cities restructured in a way that their HSR stations are 
carefully chosen to serve as opportunities for well-planned 
spatial catalyst for economic growth. Small Cities are stimulated 
and connected into the larger metropolitan gird with their new 
constructed HSR stations that are not often at the existing city 
core areas. 

智慧华东，一直在行动



∞

East China, a Smart Region in Progress

Infrastructure
City-making

From the upgrade of space for consumption to the consumable 
space, to the blurring of workplace and homeplace, to the rise of 
individualism due to the freedom to give voice enabled by the 
internet, the urban space of retail, office, transportation, and 
events open space are changing. Beyond that, the internet 
industry even changes a town. Wuzhen, right at the middle of 
East China Region, transformed from a historic scenic town to a 
futuristic, mix-programmed, technology-firms-clustered, and 
world-known place, thanks to the World Internet Conference in 
2015. SOLID

智慧华东，一直在行动



Utopian
Visions

Infrastructure
City-making

To Conclude

∞

1. Smart City is a process where City getting Smarter – the 
Smarter-ness, which is inherent to cities.

2. The Smarter-ness includes two major sources of contribution. 
The Visions and the Practice.

观点



Learning from The Smart Conundrums
从智慧难题中学习



Paths Edges Districts Nodes Landmarks

The Smart Conundrum 

Unlike Cité Industrielle or TOD or other city models, which can be framed with Lynch’s Theory. Smarter-ness is a process 

instead of a physical morphological movement of city. It does not yet have a clear rule.
Different from conventional city, the next Smarter-ness will include

and . 

“智慧”难题



1st Conundrums

Boston, A City Consensus Collapsed

LStar Ventures
A rendering of Union 
Point from LStar’s
website

Residential development at Union Point, with the 
left hand side completely turns into a housing area

Project: Union Point

纠缠一



1st Conundrums

Boston, A City Consensus Collapsed

Union Point is a vast mixed-use approach (designed by LStar Ventures) near Boston which was 
endorsed as a futuristic development. However, after two litigations and numerous unrealized 
guarantees, the reality reflected it was far different.

At first, the project was known as completely logical and feasible. It cooperated with Boston 
residents General Electric and this partnership attracted many technology firms and their 
employees to the project. Throughout the progress, there seemed to have different perspectives 
towards the idea of a smart city. It was the about what the developers think the citizens need in a 
smart city and what they really need. What turned the matter more deteriorate was that Union 
Point has undergone a serious obstacle – foreclosure.  After the “legal actions”, the Union Point 
was abandoned. 

There is a lack of public consensus between the stakeholders in the city.
Location of the Union Point Project.

Source from 
www.architectmagazine.com

纠缠一



Toronto, A Question of Privacy
2nd Entanglement

Google affiliate Sidewalk Labs has 
prompted a backlash over data privacy 

with its Quayside smart-city project.
Courtesy Sidewalk Labs

Project: Quayside Smart-city

纠缠二



Toronto, A Question of Privacy
2nd Entanglement

Location of the Quayside Project.
Source from 

www.architectmagazine.com

This Quayside smart-city project adopted by the affiliate of Google - Sidewalk Labs has raised 
strong dispute due to data privacy. 

Initially, it gained many applauses from different technology company and was partnering with the 
Toronto government. It is known as a people-centric urban planning by combining with technology 
in which it would bring a dramatic influence on the quality of life. However, the affiliate 
overlooked a big problem behind. During the consultation period, people concerned with who was 
going to obtain those data through massive sensors mounted on street. They were asking about 
the plan will be technical, social, economic or political oriented. In the end, even though the 
company was still adjusting policy in the aspect people worried, the project was justified as for 
“surveillance capitalism” and remain a pause.

Governance power should be redefined to strike a comfortable balance.

纠缠二



3rd Entanglement

Tabuk, The Smart City as a Billboard of Progress

Even before the Khashoggi killing, 
in August, The New York Times had 

warned that MbS “will need to 
curb his economic ambitions.” 

What MbS calls, in the foreword to 
his 2030 report, “an ambitious yet 
achievable blueprint,” others now 

see as a pipe dream.
Source from NEOM

Project: Project NEOM

纠缠三



3rd Entanglement

Saudi Arabia, The Smart City as a Billboard of Progress

Location of the NEOM Plan Project.

In 2016, the young Crown Prince advocated to turn hundreds of square miles of desert into a 
$500 billion smart and tourist cross-border megacities - Neom  (from the Greek and Arabi terms 
for “new” and “future”). The development is part of Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s 
Vision 2010 plan to diversify Arabia’s oil-driven economy. 

The plan adapted a utopian vision of robot workers and autonomous vehicles and it would 
connect to Africa through a huge bridge over the Red Sea. Yet, A call into question was raised 
towards the disregard of humanity of replace human resources into AI technology for 
production. More Importantly, the project was entirely a fail after the murder of Jamal 
Khashoggi, an Arabic journalist who was often critical of the Saudi government. Advisor to 
Neom, like Norman Foster, and other Western CEOs, architects and planners have detached 
themselves from all the projects in Saudi Arabia. 

Divergence in humanity led to an unwanted result.

纠缠三



4th Entanglement

The Jurong Lake District in Singapore relies on smart urban planning to achieve 
resilience and sustainability. Underground infrastructures, and on-grade land-use 

and transportations are all flexible enough to accommodate 10-year change cycle.
Source: KCAP

Singapore, A Future-Proofing Smart City
Project: Jurong Lake District

纠缠四



Location of the Jurong Lake District 
Source from 

www.architectmagazine.com

4th Entanglement

Singapore, A Future-Proofing Smart City

The next central business district named the Jurong Lake District (JLD) is under planning in 
Singapore. The plan was initially design in 2008 and it is considered again to accommodate 
with the construction of HSR between Singapore and Malaysia.

The zoning in this project is designed to be flexible by using a grid system called “white zoning” 
in which developers and businesses are given leeway to change how a building functions as 
their needs evolve. Besides, the infrastructures are designed in a way not affecting with the 
street pattern and the plots nearby in order to ready for replacing new kind of system 
investigated with new technology in the future. Meanwhile, new buildings’ footprint is must be 
offset an equal amount of green surface and they should be design in an accepted shape to 
provide green space under the regulations in Singapore. 

In this case, technology becomes a tool for achieving sustainability and resilience
leading to a more livable and flexible city.

纠缠四



Learning from the Conundrums

1. The Smarter-ness from technology has changed the way people think about city. 
Stakeholders’ consensus, public awareness, governance power etc. will be the cognitive 
networks towards a smarter city.

2. The spatial networks combine the physical and technological features, binding them into 
bundles, and interweaving them into multiple layers for the next Smarter-ness.

A Smarter City’s Infinite Networks

……
Stakeholders’

Consensus
Governance

Power
Public

Awareness
Phasing Decentralized

Form
Flexibility Livability Resilience

cognitive networks spatial networks

向难题学习



No matter the project is successful or not, it still has its own fatal blow or merits …

Learning from the Conundrums

Stakeholders’
Consensus

Governance
Power

Public
Awareness

LivabilityFlexibilityPhasing ResilienceDecentralization
Form

Boston 
Songdo   

Singapore

Toronto 
Tabuk  

向难题学习



An Experiment: Tongxiang
一个智慧实验 – 桐乡



In the history, from the first primitive settlement to the 
contemporary city, the spatial form of the human settlement 
environment has been affected by industrial innovation. From 
farming civilization to industrial civilization, from the high-speed 
rail era to the information era, facing the future, what will be 
the next urban space form?
This plan takes tongxiang as an example to explore

“The next Smarter-ness in the city”

Tongxiang is located in the hinterland of hangjiahu plain. The 
water network is complex with abundant resources. Its 
comprehensive strength ranks among the top 100 counties in 
the china. It has 3 streets, 9 towns and 2 new districts. With the 
improvement of high-speed railway and urban transprotation
system, the synergy effect between various districts gradually 
emerges. Gaoqiao new district, tongxiang have the opportunity 
to work together to build a new tongxiang from different 
angles. Gaoqiao is known as the “south gate” of Tongxiang. It is 
located in the “golden triangle” center of shanghai, hangzhou

and suzhou. Today’s Gaoqiao has gradually become one of the 
transportation hubs of the shanghai-hangzhou-dongwan
district. It echoes the “golden waterway” Beijing-Hangzhou 
grand canal for thousands of years, and it has a unique 
atmosphere and prosperous scene.

Tongxiang
2019



The framework of this planning is about 12 square kilometers, 
and the planned area of the core starting area is about 3.5 
Square kilometers, which can be roughly divided into four 
blocks. 
In the design process, we always follow principles. 

1. At the same time, in the perspective of high-end and 

internationalization, 

2. Create a refined and humanized new district function and 

image, explore a new smart city model; 

3. Highlight the rich local historical and cultural resources; 

4. Maximize the green space for human and natural 

communication; and 

5. Consider the market demand for staged development and 

flexible development.

The four plots with the existing water system green network, 
infrastructure, and construction projects of the base, and use 
this as the backbone of the space; four vertical and horizontal 
plots, we focus on refining and building things. The ping an 
avenue to the south, and the green belt of the nanrigang
center in the north-south direction, intersect each other to 
form a smart cross with a complementary image

– the Smart Cross



The east-west ping an avenue is a space-level time corridor. 
The horizontal series represents the future ping an smart city 
global headquarters ping an garden, representing the era’s 
cutting-edge intelligent plus ecological core area. Ecological 
pastoral community. It means that the future, the present and 
the past of tongxiang will be connected in parallel in time and 
space. The green belt of the nanrigang center in the north-
south direction is a time corridor on the spiritual level.

In the transportation system, the plan upgrades the original 
road pattern, highlighting the “four vertical and two 
horizontal” main road skeletons the main line is to create the 
people’s road to become a landscaped boulevard. Improve 
the appropriate road network density above this skeleton to 
effectively evacuate the flow of people. For three different 
urban lifestyles, road sections and intersections dominated by 
pedestrian and public transportation were implemented, and 
smart devices were set for different road sections. 

In the ecosystem, it conforms to the original water network 
and green space texture of the base, creates four ecological 
nodes and landscape corridors, achieve up to 50% of the 
water network open space, and allows the city to breathe. 
The four block forms three major areas with its core energy 
center and radiation. Each area is driven by its core functions 
to jointly create twelve composite community groups.



利益者的共识
Stakeholders’ Consensus

管制方式
Governance Power

公众意愿
Public Awareness

分期开发
Phasing

去中心化
Decentralization

弹性发展
Flexibility

宜居性
Livability

韧性
Resilience



Decentralized Urban FormDecentralized Urban FormDecentralized Urban FormDecentralized Urban FormDecentralized Urban Form
去中心化

Decentralized Urban FormDecentralized Urban FormDecentralized Urban FormDecentralized Urban FormDecentralized Urban FormDecentralized Urban Form
去中心化的城市型态
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Tongxiang – Decentralized Form

Typical Transit Oriented Development of a HSR station requires adjacent high value land-use. 
It became a Concentric Model where land price and density decreases as the distance 
grows. Retail and business usually go right next to the station.

桐乡 – 去中心化的城市型态



Transportation Technology (Tp.T) and Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) have been flattening our space-time sensation. 
Collaboration and exchange does not necessarily rely on in-person meetings. 
HSR is not The Way any more; it is only one of many ways to orient. One other 
way is the internet technology. This decentralizes urban form in a way 
that there are many other cores to be concentric from, i.e., the Data Center. 



Tongxiang – Decentralized Form

Smart infrastructure facilitates the decentralization of urban form.

Locations of Data Centers and Networks Physical Planning of Data Network

桐乡 – 去中心化的城市型态

IOC 核心层 - 数据中心
Core - Data Center

分布层 - 区域汇聚中心
Distribution - Regional Center

接入层 - 定制园区网络
Access - Customized Network

IOC



Tongxiang – Decentralized Form

Decentralized program grouping and functioning

桐乡 – 去中心化的城市型态



Tongxiang – Decentralized Form
桐乡 – 去中心化的城市型态

Centre Centre ≠ DensityCentre Centre Centre Centre ≠ ≠ ≠ ≠ DensityDensityDensityDensity
中心不再等于密度



Flexible Flexible Land Use Flexible Flexible Land Use Land Use 
具有弹性的用地形式



Tongxiang – Flexibility

1
悬在空中的公共空间

Public Space into the Sky

1

3
能上人的独特建筑造型

A unique shape that invite people to come

3

4
湿地边上的会展中心

Convention center next to wetland park

4

2
绿化公共屋面

Greenish Public Space

2

A condition of public places and street patterns and building 
typologies that are resilient for change in the future and can 

accommodate unexpected events

To Accommodate for Future
桐乡 – 弹性发展



1
现代简洁有力的标志性塔楼

Modern clean iconic tower
1

12
过渡城市与自然的商业

Retail that transfer nature from city

2 2

3
湿地中的科研基地 - 扁舟

R&D in the wetland - boats

3

3

Tongxiang – Flexibility

A condition of public places and street patterns and building 
typologies that are resilient for change in the future and can 

accommodate unexpected events

To Accommodate for Future
桐乡 – 弹性发展



Buildings and public spaces thereof will change their 
characteristics based on who and when to use them. The new 
utilities required by possible smart installations change from 
time to time. As results, infrastructure tunnels will be small 
and addible and replicable; Buildings will be more adaptive in 
terms of planning governance and the ability to change 
programs.



Tongxiang – Flexibility

To give developers and businesses maximum 
leeway to change how a building functions as 
their needs evolve.

White Zoning

their needs evolve.

桐乡 – 弹性发展



Tongxiang – Flexibility

Small common service tunnel where most of the pipes 
can be accommodated. They can be much more flexible 
and land-saving than huge ones.

Small Tunnel
Streets are reserved to change by adding or 

combining layers so we can embed things for 
flexible smart infrastructure in the future.

Flexible Street
桐乡 – 弹性发展



Tongxiang – Flexibility
桐乡 – 弹性发展

Flexible Buildings, Liquid MusicFlexible Buildings, Liquid MusicFlexible Buildings, Liquid MusicFlexible Buildings, Liquid Music
会变的建筑

Flexible Buildings, Liquid MusicFlexible Buildings, Liquid MusicFlexible Buildings, Liquid MusicFlexible Buildings, Liquid MusicFlexible Buildings, Liquid MusicFlexible Buildings, Liquid Music
会变的建筑流动的音乐
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进行中的城市智变




